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                            Scroll down and start exploring the world of Alit Technologies.
                        

        

    




    
        
            
                Born chemists, raised plant engineers, visionaries at heart!

                The world offers products and services, we offer complete solutions. We are manufacturers of chemical paint strippers and industrial paint stripping equipment. Whatever your problem in this field, we solve it for you!
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                                            OUR PHILOSOPHY

                                        
                        We believe in the use of efficient and environmentally friendly chemistry, which can contribute to the reuse of metal products and reduce waste (Agenda 2030 point 12.5).

ALIT in 3 words?

Research, innovation and reuse.

                        Our motto? 

REUSE IS POSSIBLE!
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            Chemical Division for paint strippers and additives.

            Our chemistry labs are full of brilliant doctors who study and innovate our formulas every day for better and better results. Chemical paint strippers, floculants, additives and floride abatement are our daily bread.

            Discover our products
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            Paint stripping machinery division!

            Engineers, mechanical draftsmen and designers team up with our chemists to create the best inline, spray and immersion paint stripping plants. This is where the real magic happens!

            Discover our products
        

    


    
        
            Progetto finanziato con Il PSC Veneto - Sezione Speciale
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					ALIT TECHNOLOGIES SpA

Via Cavalieri d’Italia, 7 – 37047

San Bonifacio – Verona – IT

Tel.: +39 045 245 6638

Fax: +39 045 853 8097

info@alit-tech.com
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